10% EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT EXPIRES THIS FRIDAY! 4TH ANNUAL LNG USA SUMMIT

25th & 26th February 2020 in Houston, Texas

We are pleased to release the updated agenda for 4th Annual LNG USA Summit (https://we2list.com/z/I5mPhhsgERagKZ892Pdkk8rNQ/MHIB65n3VO7N8INcGXMJcQ/8Xk1T6awQmy6hTuZuM892nw) with new topics and the senior representatives of the likes of ExxonMobil, Shell, Puget LNG, Anadarko, Cheniere Energy and Antero Resources among others confirmed to speak.

**Summit Topics Include:**

- Ascension of the USA to the LNG Global Stage
- The Evolution of the LNG Market: Addressing new Risks Amid Changing Commercial Structures
Leveraging Synergies - Delivering a Small-Scale LNG Plant Solution to two Differing Customers
ExxonMobil Small Scale LNG Sources
Leveraging Maximum Potential from the Latest Technology
Price Risk in the LNG Industry
Current Trends in LNG Module Design for Liquefaction Projects and the Impact on Future Marine Transportation Options
Unmanned Systems in LNG
Creating a Framework for Greater Collaboration
Between National Markets and Growth of LNG Options
Execution Planning Effects on Craft Productivity for Large Capital Projects
New Technology and Innovations Shaping the Future of LNG Industry
The Role of LNG in Energy Transition
Evaluating the Rise of LNG on the Political Agenda: What can we expect?
Development of Ship-Shore Links
Fibre Optic DTS Leak Detection and Monitoring System with SIL 2 Rating for LNG infrastructure
LNG as a Marine Fuel - Business for Good is Good for Business
Current CG Regulations for LNG as a Fuel & LNG Bunkering or LNG Carriers
The Development of O+M Aspect of the LNG Industry
Also Featuring 7 Interactive Panels!

- USA MARKET OUTLOOK & GLOBAL POSITION
- GLOBAL ANALYSIS OF LNG SUPPLY & DEMAND
- USA LNG INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS & INVESTMENT - LNG 2.0
- USA DOMESTIC LNG MARKET AND OVERVIEW OF LATEST PROJECTS
- LNG SUPPLY CHAIN: RELIEVING THE BOTTLENECKS
- TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION NEW TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATIONS IN LNG INFRASTRUCTURE
- NORTH AMERICA FOCUS: GROUNDBREAKING PROJECT OVERVIEW

View Updated Agenda >> (https://www.lng-usa.com/agenda/)

or request agenda via email >>
(mailto:dp@wisdom.events?subject=LNG%20USA%20-%20Request%20Agenda)

10% Early Bird Discount Expires this Friday!

Join The 4th Annual LNG USA Summit on 25th & 26th February 2020 in Houston, Texas to meet key industry players from leading companies in the field.


Register before January 31st & save $240!
To claim simply use special10 coupon upon registration

Summit Venue:
JW Marriott Houston Downtown
806 Main St, Houston, TX 77002
Rooms have been pre-reserved with preferential rates for event participants:
Room: $289++ / pp / night & Breakfast: $25++ / pp / day.
Please contact Chantal Stillman (Chantal.Stillman@marriott.com) to book a room.